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THOMAS L. JUDGE
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MEMORANDUM
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^tlma 59601

May 6, 1976

TO: Program Managers

FROM: Governor Thomas

SUBJECT: 1977-79 Budget Preparation:

The Priority Budgeting System

L.Ju4^>^

In accordance with House Bill 643, eight programs in Montana State Government have been

selected as pilots to test the third step in our new program planning and budgeting process:

a "priority budgeting system." This system will permit a detailed analysis and justification

of budget requests by enabling the executive branch to identify, evaluate, and rank in order

of importance each activity which your program will perform.

The system will enable you to present information and analyses necessary for both the

Legislature and myself to better understand your operations, both present and projected,

and will provide each of you with more direct control over your budgets.

The Priority Budgeting System will thus assist us in re-evaluating your program's objectives,

operations, and resource needs and will encourage you and me to use imagination in identifying

better and/or less expensive methods of operations. This process offers a challenge which I

hope you will meet with enthusiasm.
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INTRODUCTION

House Bill 643 (Chapter 460, Montana Session Laws of 1975) provides that the "budget

director shall implement a program planning and budgeting system ... for at least one pro-

giam in representative agencies of state government service such as planning, human service

delivery, licensing and regulation, and other programs as determined by the budget director."

The Office of Budget and Program Planning has responded to this legislation by designing a

program planning and budgeting system which consists of three distinct but closely related

phases: policy formulation, long-range planning, and budget development. The first two steps

have largely been completed, the results being reflected in the Governor's Policy Initiatives

and the Executive Planning Process. The final step -- translating the policy initiatives and

multi-year plans into the 1977-79 executive budget - commences with the distribution of these

and related budget instructions.

Preparing the 1977-79 Executive Budget

The Execuitve Budget for the 1977-79 biennium will be prepared in three parts. The first of

these is the traditional budgeting approach with some significant modifications. Under this

method, a budget reflecting the cost to continue the current level of services will be prepared

and submitted to Office of Budget and Program Planning by June 30, 1976. Then, any desired

modifications to the current level service request (expansions, reductions, and new activities)

will be prepared and submitted by August 15, 1976. All agencies excluding those selected as

pilot projects will prepare their budgets in this manner. Instructions for this approach have already

been distributed.

The second part, which will be used by the eight programs selected to be pilot projects, is

required under House Bill 643. It is described below.

The third aspect covers the preparation of the Long Range Building Program. House Bill 643

requires that all agencies prepare their capital budget requests according to the format prescribed

by that legislation. The Construction and Maintenance Division, Department of Administration,

will distribute instructions for the preparation of capital requests in a short time.

The Priority Budgeting System

The requirements of House Bill 643 can best be fulfilled by utilizing an approach which is being

termed the Priority Budgeting System.

The basic concept of the Priority Budgeting System is that the estimate of financial needs for

a budget program must be justified in its entirety, and is analyzed by decision-makers accord-

ingly. Program managers are required to biennially assess the benefit derived from ongoing

operations, as well as the need for additional resources. The Priority Budgeting System will

identify to all levels of management the cost, benefits, and suggested operational improvements



associated with the achievement of desired goals and objectives, as established by both the

Governor's Policy Initiatives and departmental executive plans.

The process begins with the identification of all the discrete activities within a program. The

budget request for each activity is developed in a series of "activity decision packages," each

one representing the resources required to support a particular output and impact level at which

the activity would operate if the funding request were ultimately approved.

Decision packages are then ranked in order of priority by each manager in presenting his budget

request to higher management. The ranking process is further carried out at the department level.

These department recommendations will then be evaluated by OBPP in cooperation with program

personnel pursuant to formulating final recommendations for the Governor's action. The ranking

process offers each manager at each decision level the opportunity to fully express his recom-

mendations for the allocation of resources within that particular area of responsibility.

These instructions and procedures are intended to explain the purpose and concepts underlying

the Priority Budgeting System, how to comply with the various information requirements of

House Bill 643, how to complete the various forms involved, and how to arrange and submit

each program's final budget request to OBPP. It is strongly urged that all individuals carefully

read and digest these instructions. The concepts are initially difficult to grasp (although once

understood, they should not be difficult to apply), so it is important that they be fully under-

stood. Knowledge of the process should not be limited to fiscal managers. A critical element

in the successful completion of the process is the complete involvement of both fiscal and

program managers. In fact, the initial steps in the process should be completed by program

managers.

Once these instructions are distributed, OBPP staff will work closely with each of the eight

programs in explaining the use of the process. It is imperative that the various concepts be

clearly understood at the end of this phase.



GLOSSARY

Budget Program Structure. The method employed to organize information and examine outputs

and impacts. It is a statement of the functions and activities of state government, relating the

contribution of each part to the whole. The program structure is in turn dependent on a

classification system, which allows comparisons to be made between similar activities. For the

purposes of this approach, the components of the budget program structure are as follows:

1. Functional area: forming the highest level of the structural hierarchy, each functional

area represents a major purpose of state government. Seven functional areas have been

identified for current state operations, including General Government, Economy and

the Environment, Education, Human Services, Community Development, Public Safety,

and Transportation.

2. Program: the major subdivision of a functional area, a program is a logical grouping

of a set of activities around a common purpose.

3. Category: the third level of detail, a category is the basic component of a program.

It can be expressed in goal terms and should reflect the efforts necessary to achieve

the stated goal(s).

4. Activity: a discrete function or operation which utilizes resources to achieve specific

objective(s) through the production of work outputs which have a measureable policy

effect on client groups or the environment.

It is important to note that a budget program structure does not necessarily have to parallel

organizational program structure. The activity is the basic building block and should easily relate

to either the budget or the operating structure. For preparation of the 1977-79 executive

budget this program structure will be applied only to those eight programs covered by these

instructions (see Attachment VI).

Objective. A statement of a planned result, quantifiable within a specific time-frame.

Workload and/or Demand Estimator. The impetus for providing the means to achieve desired

end results (origin can be from citizens, legislation, or natural causes).

Output Measure. An accountable unit of work produced at the activity level which measures

the extent of that activity. (This term is being substituted for "program size indicator" in

House Bill 643.)

Impact Indicator. A measure which indicates the effect activities have upon individuals (clients,

target population) or the environment. (This term is being used in place of "effectiveness

measure" called for in House Bill 643.)

Current Level Services. The level of effort authorized by a program's appropriation for the 1977

fiscal year, plus inescapable increases due to salary adjustments, inflation, etc. (Any activity authorized

through a budget amendment is not a part of current level services, but rather should be treated

as a modification to current level services.)



Activity Decision Package. A means of analyzing the allocation of resources by discrete units

of operation within a program in an effort to promote more rational decision-making. The

analysis focuses on the relationship of outputs and impacts to different levels of funding.



THE PRIORITY BUDGETING SYSTEM: PURPOSE AND CONCEPTS

Purpose

In most cases, plans and budgets are typically developed by taking the cost of the current level

of operation, adding "built-in" and inescapable adjustments such as salary increases, and then

requesting additional expenditures and programs. This process does not require a detailed

review of the ongoing operations and expenditure levels, has led to ever-increasing budgets,

and places the burden of proof on the top management review process to alter these budget

requests.

For the 1977-79 budget, a system is being introduced which requires each pilot program manager

to justify his entire budget request in detail, and shifts the burden of proof to each manager to

justify why any money should be spent. This procedure requires that all activities and operations

be identified in "activity decision packages," which will be evaluated and ranked in order of

importance by systematic analysis. (Activity decision packages are so-named because they require

thorough analysis of the costs and benefits of completing a discrete activity and because the in-

formation generated as a result of such a process encourages a more rational decision on the

desirability of carrying out the activity and, if so, at the most appropriate level of effort.)

This approach should provide numerous benefits for program managers. First of all, the identi-

fication of one hundred percent of each activity requires each manager to carefully evaluate and

consider the ongoing need for each activity and to consider different levels of effort and alter-

native ways for performing the activity.

Secondly, based on the evaluation of alternatives, the program and activity managers have the

opportunity to communicate their analysis and recommendations to higher management for

review and consideration in determining budget allocations.

Third, once activity decision packages have been identified, prepared, and accorded a priority

ranking, changes in desired expenditure levels for program budgets do not require the recycling

of budget inputs, but the decision package ranking identifies those activities (decision packages)

to be added or deleted.

Finally, the list of ranked decision packages can be used during the operating year to identify

activities to be reduced or expanded if allowable expenditure levels change or actual costs vary

from the budget.

The philosophy, procedures, and budget forms and instructions for the Priority Budgeting System

are described in this manual. The instructions are intended to allow a good' deal of flexibility

in adapting the general concepts and procedures to your specific needs. This process has three

basic forms, which are intended to aid each manager in planning and budgeting for his activities;

they are not forms to be filled out after the planning and budgeting process is completed. Once

these analysis forms are completed and the allocation decisions made, the regular budget forms

will be used to further explain those decisions in more detail.



Concept of Activity Decision Packages

An activity decision package identifies a discrete function or operation in a definitive manner

for management evaluation and comparison witli other functions, including consequences of not

performing that function, alternative courses of action, and costs and benefits. Activity decision

packages will be defined at operating levels below the program level in most departments where

discrete pieces of an operation can have meaningful identification and evaluation.

There are two types of alternatives that should be considered when developing activity decision

packages:

1. Alternative methods of performing the same activity. This analysis identifies

alternative ways of performing a function. The best alternative is chosen and

the others are discarded.

— If an alternative to the current way of doing business is chosen, the recommended

way will be shown In the decision package with the current way shown as an

alternative.

- Only one decision package is prepared for the method selected. It shows the recom-

mended way of performing the function and identifies the alternative ways considered,

giving a brief explanation of why they were not chosen.

2- Alternative levels of effort of performing the function. This analysis identifies

alternative levels of effort to perform a specific or related activity. A minimum

level of effort should be established (eighty percent or less of the current

biennium appropriation), and additional levels of effort identified as separate

decision packages.

This minimum level of effort package may not completely achieve the purpose

of the activity (even the additional levels of effort proposed may not completely

achieve it because of realistic budget and achievement constraints), but it should

identify and attack the most important elements. In many cases, the minimum

level of effort may be much less than 80 percent of the current level of operation,

(one exception to this rule of thumb would be start-up functions or operations

that were not up to full speed during the preceding budget year).

Managers should consider both types of alternatives in identifying and evaluating

each function. Managers will usually identify different ways of performing the

same function first, and then evaluate different levels of effort for performing

the function for whichever method is chosen.

The identification and analysis of alternatives and the subsequent preparation of activity decision

packages cannot be made in a vacuum. Guidelines concerning such matters are available in

the Governor's Policy Initiatives. Those initiatives have been amplified and supplemented as a

part of the Executive Planning Process and should provide the basis for the identification and

consideration of both alternative methods and alternative levels of effort.

Formulation of Activity Decision Packages

Activity decision packages are usually formulated at the next level below the program level.



This should promote a detailed identification of activities, operations, and alternatives by those

managers most familiar with the task to be performed, as well as generate interest in and

commitment by those individuals who will be responsible for carrying out the actions identified

in the approved packages.

To begin developing activity decision packages, a manager might logically start by identifying the

current year's operations. The manager can take the current year's expenditure level. Identify

the functions or operations creating this expense, and calculate or estimate the cost for each

function. After current operations have been broken into activity decision packages, the managers

can start looking at the requirements for the coming year.

The identification of "business as usual" (or current) levels of effort and funding merely provides

the basis from which each manager will consider operating requirements for the ensuing biennium.

The real starting point in determining the next biennial budget occurs when alternatives to "current'

levels of effort are developed by evaluating different ways and/or levels of effort to perform the

activity. If an alternative to the "current" method is chosen, the so-called alternative method is

incorporated into the recommended package and the "current" method is identified as the alter-

native. At the conclusion of the formulation stage the manager will have identified the pro-

posed functions, which will fall into three categories:

1. Different ways and/or different levels of effort for performing

the function;

2. "Business as usual," where there are no logical alternatives

so the present method and level of effort is recommended; and

3. Packages for new functions or operations.

Before performing the analysis relevant to the various activities, a list of those activities which

will be the subject of the decision packages should be discussed with OBPP.

Activity Decision Package Ranking

Once all activity decision packages are completed, successive levels of management will rank all

of those packages in priority order of importance.

This section suggests some ranking procedures that may be of help to each manager in ranking

activity decision packages. The ranking process attempts to provide management with a technique

to allocate its limited resources by answering the questions of what objectives should we attempt

to achieve and how much should be spent in this attempt?

Management can try to answer these questions by taking the decision packages identified and

analyzed and listing (ranking) them in order of decreasing benefit to each organization. Manage-

ment can then identify both the benefits to be gained at each expenditure level and the con-

sequences of not approving additional packages ranked below that expenditure level.

The initial ranking of packages should occur at the organizational level where the packages are

developed in order to allow each manager to evaluate the relative importance of the various

activities involved. This ranking will be reviewed at higher organizational levels and used as a



guide for merging those rankings. At the lower organizational levels, rankings can be done by

an individual with adequate detailed knowledge of the areas involved. However, at the higher

levels the expertise required to rank packages may be best obtained through a joint review and

analysis procedure similar to the one currently being used in considering the executive plans.

Two problem areas can be expected during the initial implementation of the ranking process:

1. Managers may have conceptual difficulty in ranking packages that

they consider "requirements" and may express concern as to their

ability to judge the relative importance of dissimilar functions since

many packages require subjective judgment.

2. The number of decision packages may be too great for the time

management has available to thoroughly evaluate and rank the

packages.

The difficulty and the time consumed in ranking packages can be reduced, however, if managers

do not concentrate on ranking packages that are high priority or "requirements" and are well

within the expenditure guidelines (other than to ensure that all alternatives, cost reduction

opportunities, and operating improvements have been explored and incorporated as appropriate),

but instead concentrate on discretionary functions and levels of effort; and do not spend too

much time worrying whether package 4 is more important than package 5, but only assure them-

selves that packages 4 and 5 are more important than package 15, and package 15 more important

than package 25, and so on.

Ranking packages at each organizational level thus allows the responsible managers to evaluate the

desirability of various expenditure levels throughout the planning and budgeting process.

Conclusion

It is important to note that the basic thrust of this approach to planning and budgeting is to

re-focus attention on the outputs (work accomplished) and impacts (effectiveness) of a program's

efforts, thus enabling a clearer understanding of the way inputs (resources in dollars and personnel)

are managed to achieve those results. In fact, the relationship between inputs and outputs is the

basis for evaluating efficiency (or productivity); the relationship between inputs and impacts

establishes the basis for judging effectiveness. Thus, the Priority Budgeting Process builds upon

the strengths of the traditional input approach to budgeting by providing program and fiscal

managers, as well as executive and legislative decision-makers, with a much more concrete assess-

ment of both efficiency and effectiveness than they have ever had before.



GENERAL PROCEDURES

Forms

The following forms are to be used in completing tfie Priority Budgeting System

PBS-1 General Narrative Information

PBS-2 Activity Decision Package

PBS-3 Activity Decision Package Priority

Table

Once the PBS forms and procedures have been completed, the following regular budget detail

forms should be filled out by program;

B-02 Detail of Program Activity (with Detail Forms A, B, and C)

B-1000 Summary of Salaries and Hourly Wages

B-80 Summary of Program Activity

B-70 Detail of Accounting Entity

The appropriate use of these forms is described below and in the regular budget instructions

(see Montana Administrative Manual, volume 2, chapter 0500, April 1, 1976). Sample forms

are included in this manual and additional copies can be obtained from Office of Budget and

Program Planning. In addition, a copy of the executive guidelines, which in some cases super-

cede the Governor's Policy Initiatives, is included as attachment I. These guidelines deal mainly

with such matters as limits to FTE growth and inflation rates and must be closely observed.

Submission Date

Each pilot program should submit its final budget request to OBPP by Friday, August 13, 1976.

The materials required should be submitted with four (4) copies (one copy will be forwarded

to the Legislative Fiscal Analyst).

Pagination

Each budget request should have all pages numbered consecutively from 1 to N. This is in

addition to the numbering approach used for each activity decision package.

Steps in Completing the Process

While individual program managers have the flexibility to develop their own procedures in

completing the process, the following steps should be closely observed:

1. Selection of Activity Decision Packages. The first step in the process

should be the selection of activities to be analyzed in decision packages.

A complete list of activities - both current and new - should be developed

and discussed with OBPP prior to June 1, 1976.



2. Calculation of Current Level. For those activities currently being carried

out, the current level of services should be calculated. This means that

the cost of continuing to perform the current volume of work should be

identified and analyzed as per the instructions below. Current level of

services is defined as the amount of resources approved by the Legislature

for the current biennium's activities plus inescapable increases (i.e., inflation).

Operations undertaken as the result of an approved budget amendment should

be viewed as a modification due to a workload change or a new activity,

and will have to be analyzed as a part of a decision package (or packages)

dealing with a higher level of effort.

3. Submission of Current Level Budget and 1977 Operational Plan. Once

current level services have been costed out for those activities already

underway, the results should be summarized for the program on form

B-02 and submitted to OBPP by June 30, 1976.

4. Completion of Analysis. Decision packages for alternative levels of effort and

new activities should then be completed, ranked in terms of priority, and sub-

mitted to OBPP by the August 13 deadline.

10



INSTRUCTIONS AND EXAMPLES

As with the Executive Planning Process, it is the intent of the Office of Budget and Program

Planning that the Priority Budgeting System can be completed with a maximum amount of

creativity and innovation and a minimum amount of inconvenience. Most importantly, it is

hoped that agency personnel will view it as an opportunity for creative and analytical thinking

about and discussion of a department's program activities, objectives, and use of resources,

both in terms of existing activities and any projected new activities. The process should, in

other words, encourage the program manager to thoughtfully evaluate the direction and effective-

ness of his area of responsibility, as well as the manner in which resources are used or are

expected to be used.

The result should be a budget request which should substantially encourage a much clearer

assessment of program needs and priorities at all levels of management and decision-making.

The request should be easier to explain and justify to all levels, thus furthering a more

rational resource allocation process in state government.

OBPP's role should be viewed as one of facilitating the process. Accordingly, the formats pre-

scribed are meant to be suggestive; if, for example, a better method is proposed and can be

justified as appropriate for the particular agency involved, OBPP will negotiate its use, based

upon a concern for both overall consistency and OBPP's needs. In any case, flexibility con-

tinues to be of paramount concern.

One product of the process will be a set of recommendations to the Legislature for future

revisions in the state-wide budgeting process. It is expected at this point that those recommen-

dations will closely reflect the provisions of this system. As you use the system and develop

opinions about its utility, effectiveness, and requirements at the program and department level,

OBPP would appreciate receiving any comments you might have. This is, after all, something

of an experiment to determine if this particular approach to planning and budgeting would be

most appropriate in meeting state government's needs in these areas. The results of the experi-

ment will be largely judged in light of your thoughts on the matter.

Program Narrative (Form PBS-1)

House Bill 643 requires that narrative information be provided as part of a program's budget

request. This information should be entered on the PBS-1 form and should be presented as

briefly and concisely as possible. The narrative information should be written at the program

level — program in this case being defined as a logical grouping of activities around a common
purpose. The following subjects should be covered in the following manner:

1. Citation of statutory authority and administrative code references (as

applicable) under which the program operates;

2. A program analysis, including:

a description of the kinds of activities carried out along with any

unusual technologies employed;

11



a description of major external trends affecting the program;

an analysis of how effective the program has been in the past and the

reasons for the level of success attained (this analysis should relate as much

as possible to quantified impact indicators contained in the activity decision

packages); and

a description of possible events that could result in significant variations in

the size, operation, or effectiveness of the program.

3. An explanation of rationale used in determining the priority listing.

Examples of how this material can be presented are included in Attachment II.

Activity Decision Packages (Form PBS-2)

The purpose and concepts underlying the activity decision package have already been discussed

at length in section 2. The purpose here is to explain how the format should be used.

House Bill 643 requires that program analysis be provided for at least three alternative funding

levels. Therefore, at least three decision packages should be prepared for each level of effort

for each activity. The funding constraints for each activity are (1) current level of services;

(2) eighty percent or less of the FY 1977 appropriation (as reflected in the operational plans);

and (3) the desired levels of effort for FY 1978 and FY 1979. If the proposed activity is

new, the funding constraints should be (1) desired level; (2) 80 percent or less- of desired level;

and (3) a third level to be determined by the program manager. (The 80 percent or less

level of effort should be the absolute minimum level at which the activity can be performed

while still retaining some degree of effectiveness.) For existing activities, if neither the eighty

percent or less or current level of services represents a feasible alternative to the desired level

of effort, additional decision packages can be prepared which reflect more acceptable fall-back

positions (on either side of the desired level). It should be emphasized that only three

decision packages are required for each activity; additional packages can be submitted, but

they are not required.

Selecting Activity Decision Packages. The first step, then, in completing an activity decision

package is to select those activities around which the packages will be developed. To reiterate,

an activity decision package should identify a discrete function or operation in a definitive

manner for management evaluation and comparison with other functions. As a rule of thumb,

decision packages should be developed at the third or fourth level of detail within a department

structure. A sample list of possible activity decision packages is included as Attachment III.

Instructions and Definitions. Form PBS-2 (2 pages) may serve as the entire presentation for

an activity decision package, or it may serve as summary sheet for a package (each section

should be complete in itself, with no sentences continuing on to additional pages). There may

be as many attached descriptive, backup, and analysis sheets as desired.

Purpose: To identify the proposed activities, functions, operations, alternatives,

and related costs in a definitive manner for management evaluation and comparison

to other activities, functions, or operations for the 1977-79 biennium.

12



Prepared by: All managers of discrete activities.

Sample: Sample Activity Decision Packages are included in Attachment IV.

Decision Package Components:

1. Activity name. State the descriptive title of the activity that is the subject

of the decision package. For the various levels of effort for each activity,

the package name should be "Title (A)," "Title (B)," etc., to identify the

level of effort the package represents.

2. Program. State the name of the program of which the activity is a part

(i.e., youth services, health services, highways maintenance).

3. Department. Enter the name of the department of which the activity is

a part.

4. Rank. Enter the initial ranking of the activity by the manager responsible

for preparation of a program's decision packages in order of descending

importance of priority (i.e., package ranked number 1 is more important

than that ranked number 2). At subsequent review levels these packages

may be renumbered when these rankings are merged with those of other

programs and program units.

5. Objective. This should be an expression of the desired accomplishments for

each activity. It should be an action statement, quantified, specific, and time

limited.

6. Workload and/or demand estimator. List and estimate the magnitude of

those conditions or circumstances which serve as the impetus for providing

the resources to achieve the desired end results (outputs and impacts). The

origin can be from citizens, legislation, or natural causes. For example, if

the objective is to examine 130 banks in a year, the workload estimator

would be the total number of banks. Or, if the objective is to inspect

brands on all cattle marketed in Montana, the workload estimator would

be the total number of cattle expected to be marketed.

7. Recommended method of operation. Describe the method you recommend

to solve the problem or deliver the service (i.e., achieve the objective). Identify

the way you chose as an improvement if it is indeed a new or better way

that is different from the method currently being used.

8. This level of operation. Describe the level of effort that this package alone

provides. This could be either 80 percent or less, current level of services,

desired level, etc. In any case, it should only describe the level that is the

subject of the package. For example, if this were a minimum package at,

say, the 75 percent level you would describe the action you could take at

that level of funding toward solving the problem or providing the service

(achieving the objective).

9. Output measures. Provide meaningful quantitative measures to assist managers

in evaluating the package and the effectiveness of performance. Output measures

refer to the things a program does, i.e., the amount of work carried out. There-

fore, include such measures as cost effectiveness ratios, unit costs, problem trends,

workload (i.e., number of units of work performed) that the package is designed

to achieve. How these measures are defined is critical to the future management

13



of the system and each program's resources. H.B. 643 requires that a

\«riance report be submitted annually (by January 1) to the Legislature

"for the immediate past fiscal year which shall detail variances between

the expenditures, revenues, [output measures, impact indicators]

,

and priorities expressed in the executive budget and those actually

realized." It is therefore extremely important that both output measures,

and effectiveness indicators be carefully and realistically identified insofar

as the program will be periodically evaluated primarily on the basis of

this data.

10. Impact of activity. Identify the tangible results to be realized through per-

formance of the package, with emphasis on quantitative results. Achievements

should identify how the package partially or fully achieves the objective and

what the impact is on the problem area or target population. Any improve-

ment in effectiveness should be highlighted. As with output measures, the

careful and realistic definition of impact indicators are of critical

importance in terms of future program evaluation.

11. Impact indicators. While output measures describe the work accomplished,

impact indicators evaluate the impact of that work in solving a problem

or assisting target populations receiving the service. Impact indicators

attempt to determine whether the work (outputs) is worth doing by pin-

pointing the results of that work: what happens, in other words, to individuals,

institutions, and the environment as a result of performing the activity. These

indicators, expressed in narrative form under number 9, should be quantified

and listed here.

12. Alternative levels of effort and costs. The package name, cost, and a brief

description of the packages for the other levels of effort for that activity

should be shown (separate packages will be prepared for those other levels of

effort). For example, package A would display the summary for packages B

and C; package B would display the summary for packages A and C, etc.

This summary information is provided so that an individual looking at only

one package can readily see the total levels of effort being recommended
for that activity.

13. Alternative methods of performing the activity. Realistic alternatives to the

recommended method of performing the activity should be described, the

reasons for rejection stated, and the cost of the alternatives estimated. Realistic

alternatives to the selected method should be displayed on each decision

package, whether the package is the 80 percent level of effort or represents

an additional level of effort.

14. Consequences of not approving package. In addition to not obtaining the re-

sults projected under numbers 9 and 10, what other effects would disapproval

have on other functions, activities, or operations? Identify any policy or

procedural changes that would have to be made if the package were not

approved.

15. Resources required. Calculate, by object of expenditure, the funds necessary

to accomplish the activity at the particular level of effort described in the

package. Also include the number of FTE employees required.

16. Sources of Funds. List the anticipated source of funding.
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17. Manager. List the person responsible for accomplishing the activity.

18. Prepared by. State the name of the person wiio actually prepared the package.

19. Date. List the date on which preparation of the package was completed.

20. Code. List the appropriate SBAS code number.

21. Attachments. Special analyses or additional explanations may be attached to

each package at the discretion of the manager preparing the package if it is

believed that the added information is required for effective evaluation of the

package by higher management. Top management may also identify special

analyses or information to be included for specific selected activities. However,

such attachments should be kept as brief as possible.

Activity Decision Package Priority Ranking (Form PBS-3)

The purpose and concepts of the priority ranking process have also been discussed earlier. To

briefly summarize, the basic purpose of the procedure is to identify and display activity decision

packages in order of importance and benefits. This will aid in the evaluation and determination

of 1977-79 budget levels for these programs involved. The ranking process should be successively

performed by ascending levels of management up to the Governor's Office. At each succeeding

level, packages are merged into a more comprehensive listing until, alternatively, all packages

for all programs are ranked.

Instructions and definitions. Form PBS-3 should be completed in the following manner:

1. Department. Enter the name of the department of which the activity is a

part.

2. Program. List the title of the program of which the activity is a part.

3. Code. Enter the appropriate SBAS code number for the department and

program of which the activity is a part.

4. Manager. Identify the person responsible for managing the program for

which activities are ranked.

5. Date. List the date on which the ranking process was finalized.

6. Rank. Rank each activity decision package in order of descending importance

(i.e., package number 1 is more important than number 2). For different

levels of effort, the package reflecting the 80 percent or less level should

always be ranked higher than alternative levels reflecting increased effort.

In otiier words, package A (80% less) should be ranked higher than package

C, etc.

7. Activity name and level. List the activity decision package name shown on

the corresponding decision package form.

8. 1^76 Actual Resources. List the resources (in dollars and FTE employees)

actually expended on the activity in fiscal year 1976. This should match the

amount shown on the decision package form.
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9. 1977 Estimated resources. The amount of resources expected to be expended

on the activity in FY 1977 should be listed.

10. 1978 and 1979 requested. Enter the amount of resources requested to carry

out the activity in FY 1978 and FY 1979 (in dollars and FTE employees).

In addition, under the heading of "cumulative," a running total of the dollars

requested should be kept... In other words, the total for each activity should

equal the cost of that package plus the total cost of all previously ranked

packages. In the case of alternative levels of effort, only the balance between

levels (i.e., package B - package A = balance) should be added for the higher

level package. Finally, under the columns labeled "% of 77" and "% of '78,"

the ratio of the request for each activity to that of the previous year should

be calculated as a percentage. In other words, if the 1978 request for package

A is 25 percent less than the cost of the activity in 1977, the figure of 75

percent should be entered in the "% '11" column. If the activity is new,

leave the space blank.

The ranking process should occur, as indicated above, at each successive level

of management. All forms prepared for each level should be submitted to OBPP

in order to establish a clear trail through the entire process. For those programs

that transcend departmental lines, OBPP will coordinate the ranking process for

those programs. An example of a priority table is included as Attachment V.

Budget Detail Forms

Instructions for completing the regular budget detail forms can be found in Montana Administrative

Manuaiyolume 2, Chapter 0500, April 1, 1976. The forms that should be completed are:

B-02 Detail of Program Activity

(with Detail Forms A, B, & C)

B-1000 Summaries of Salaries and Annual Wages

B-80 Summary of Program Activity

B-70 Detail of Accounting Entity

The information acquired by these forms should be compiled by program and should include

information covering all activity decision packages ranked. These forms should not be completed,

then, until the ranking process has been completed. They should be compiled in such a manner,

however, that if decision packages are deleted, the appropriate adjustments can be easily made

on the pertinent forms.

Submission of Priority Budgeting System Forms

PDP forms should be arranged in the following order for final submission to OBPP:

1. Program Narrative information (PBS-1)

2. Activity Decision Package Priority Table for total program (PBS-3)
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3. Activity Decision Package Priority Tables for categories within programs

(if applicable) (PBS-3)

4. Activity Decision Packages arranged in priority order for total program (reflecting

relative rankings) (PBS-2)

5. Budget Detail Forms:

B-02

B-1000

B-80

B-70

Availability of Technical Assistance

The Office of Budget and Program Planning is prepared to make budget and planning staff

available to assist organizational units in completing the Priority Budgeting System. Requests for

such assistance should be addressed to the appropriate analysts as listed in Attachment VI, or

to:

Samuel T. Hubbard

Deputy Director for Planning

Office of Budget and Program Planning

449-3084
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ATTACHMENT I

EXECUTIVE GUIDELINES





blATE OF MONTANA

Office of the Governor ^^°'i" •- ''"^^'

Governor

Budget and Program Planning
"^

'"Ltior
"""

Capitol Building - Helena, Montana 59601

April 1, 1976

MEMORANDUM

TO: All Departments and Agencies

FROM: Michael G. Billings, Director l\^id^%'n^JU/^^*^

RE: 1979 BIENNIUM BUDGET PREPARATION

We are currently engaged in the process of reviewing your Executive Plans • in discussing the

current and future direction of your programs and identifying priorities and problems. Once the

planning process is complete, you will receive individualized guidelines reflecting decisions jointly

reached during the review. At the same time, we are ready to move into the next step of the

budget cycle - - preparation of your current level services budget requests for the 1977-79

Biennium.

The enclosed forms are to be used for your current level service requests. Precise definitions are

contained in the instructions, but basically current level services are those for which you were

funded by the last Legislature. Any modifications in that authorized level of services will be

dealt with later as the concluding step of this process .

Your current level services budget request should include no irrcrease in FTE. Inflationary

increases will be allowed in only a few areas of operating expenses. You may include increases

in utilities, gasoline and postage. The allowable inflationary amounts in these areas are addressed

in the instructions attached. All other operating expense areas should show minimum increases.

Inflation causes the expenditure of more money for the same work.

Our objective is to get the greatest amount of service for the taxpayer from every dollar expended

by State government. Ideally, the Executive General Fund operating budget request should

not exceed our best estimate of current available revenues for each fiscal year of the biennium.

Surpluses which have accumulated over the past biennium should be used for capital construction,

tax relief, and to maintain a comfortable position of fiscal solvency which will insure that an

adequate cushion is available in case of an unexpected downward fluctuation of revenues. The
people of Montana must be protected from the onerous tax increases other states have been required

to impose in order to maintain vital services. The challenge of the future is for Government to

become more effective and more efficient. This budget will be the primary vehicle for accomplishing

this objective.

Those agencies with programs scheduled to be used as pilot projects for the program planning and

budgeting system should note that separate instructions pertaining to that system will be forthcoming

within the next few weeks.

Current level budget forms are available from the Office of Budget and Program Planning.
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SCHEDULE OF ALLOWABLE INFLATIONARY INCREASES FOR FY 78 & FY 79



Schedule of Allowable Inflationary Increases for FY 78 & FY 79

Page 2

Annual Percentage

Category Name Increases Allowed

2800 Other expenses -0-

2900 Goods purchased for resale -0-

3100 Equipment (replacement)

3103 Autos and trucks 6%

all others -0-

4000 Capital outlay -0-

5000 Local assistance -0-

6000 Grants -0-

7000 Benefits and claims -0-
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ATTACHMENT

SAMPLE ACTIVITY DECISION PACKAGE SUBJECTS

(It is intended that agencies retain a great deal of flexibility in the selection of activity decision

package subjects. This list is meant to be suggestive of a variety of possibilities.)





PUBLIC SAFETY (POLICE)

Highway patrol (total, by post, breakouts within

each post—see example in Chapter 3)

Field supervision

Records and identification

Dispatching

Pathology
Criminalistics laboratory

Drug identification

Revocation and suspension (drivers' license)

Civil disorder unit

Firearms control

Accident report processing

Training

License pickup
Vehicles—purchasing, maintenance, supply

Toxicology laboratory

Handwriting analysis

Branch crime laboratories

Implied consent

Intelligence squad

Narcotics squad

Polygraph operations

Headquarters security

Commercial driver training school

Motor vehicle inspection

Drivers' license issuance

Uninsured motorists

Point system (violations)

Microfilm inactive drivers' licenses

Auto theft squad

Police academy
Equipment/facilities (groupings, individual items)

Administration (see separate listing)

SOCIAL & REHABILITATION SERVICES

Grant Programs (to local agenciesj

AFDC
Aged
Blind

Disabled

Family foster care

Work incentive

Maternity

Day care

Emergency assistance

Specialized foster care

Return of runaway children

Psychological, psychiatric, and speech therapy

Emergency shelter homes

State-Supplied Services

Eligibility determination

County administration

Food programs

Child welfare services

Interviewing and corresF)ondenc8

Quality control (aid programs)

Medical eligibility

Consultant physicians

Policy development and dissemination

State-Supplied Services (Cont)

Youth services

Court services

Treatment of delinquents

Social workers/caseworkers (by program, location)

Research

Federal project services

Benefits control unit

Educational leave and scholarships

Library

Statistical unit

Hearing officers

Public relations

Adoption services

Physical examinations

Work training

Court service workers

Court field representatives

Licensing

Vocational guidance

AGRICULTURE

Inspection and testing (field operations, by type—feed,
fertilizer, pesticides, seed, meat, poultry, blood,

hatchery, etc.)

Weights and measures

Air sampling of hatcheries

Entomology
Foundation seed operation

Animal disease eradication

Animal disease diagnosis

Quality Milk Program

Bonding and certification

Commodity promotion
Press and radio

News service

Laboratory testing (by lab, by type—poultry, animal

disease, pathology, brucellosis)

Farmers' markets

Grain grading

Livestock market news
Consumers' market bulletin

Consumer protection

Equine program
Beekeeping

Field insf)ections

Advertising

Fire ant eradication

Crop reporting service

Seed Technology
Egg quality control

HIGHWAY

Constructiort

Authority lease rentals

Bond payments
Capital projects (groupings, by project)
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HIGHWAY (Cont.)

Planning and Construction Support

Bridge design

Bridge construction liaison

Branch laboratories

Aggregate testing

Bridge inventory

Road design

Location studies

Photogrammetry
Road and traffic statistics

Planning

Planning studies

Research and development
Asphalt design

Soil investigation

Soil testing

Pit section

Materials audit

Surveys

Right of way
Traffic engineering

Field engineering

Residences

Construction supervision

Capital projects and equipnnent

Permit review

Maintenance

Routine maintenance

Maintenance shop
Concrete paving repair

Bridge maintenance

Asphalt crews

Sign department
Grassing crews

Grading crews

Carpenter crews

Heavy maintenance

Radio and communications
Traffic markings

Painting

Capital projects and equipment

UNIVERSITY (Cont.)

Libraries

Librarians

Book binding

Cataloging

Photocopy and microfilm

Research

Special projects

Renovations

New bKJok purchases

Subscriptions

General service-checkout, reader assistance

Computer
Filing

Capital projects/equipment

Administrative

(See setiarate listing)

Office of the President

Office of the Provost

Admissions

Graduate admissions

Registrar

Evaluation and remedial counseling

University relations

Health services

Housing

Student judicial affairs

Testing and evaluation

Alumni relations

Trust funds

Police department
Fire department
Student activities/union

Career development
Student employment/placement
Financial aid services

Placement and student aid

Student loans

Information and publications

Computer services

FISH AND GAME

UNIVERSITY

Instruction

Departments (by department)

Courses (by course, groupings)

Department administration

Instructional support (computer, other services)

Laboratories

New courses (by course)

"Chairs"

Formula (based on student enrollment, credit hours,

student/teacher ratios)

Research

Research (see separate listing)

Grants

Research fellowships

Administration (see separate listing)

Area offices

District offices

Aircraft

Radio communications
Warehouse
Licensing

Law enforcement

Wildlife resource management
Fish research

Fish hatcheries

Fish protection

Management of private and public waters

Capital outlay (groupings, by project)
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FISH AND GAME (Cont.)

Hunter training

Wildlife investigations

Wildlife stocking and control

Federal aid development

Land acquisition

Game research

Public relations

Vehicle fleet operations

Vehicle maintenance

Out-of-state promotion

Wildlife magazine

Fishing magazine
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ATTACHMENT III

PROGRAM NARRATIVE INFORMATION

(The information discussed here is a sample and does

not necessarily reflect a realistic analysis of the Youth

Services Program. It is intended as an example of the

kind of information that should be provided and the

manner in which it should be formatted.)
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ATTACHMENT IV

SAMPLE ACTIVITY DECISION PACKAGES

(The following decision packages are for example purposes only and do not necessarily reflect a realistic

analysis of the activity.)
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ATTACHMENT V

Sample Priority Table
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PBot PioyaMB & AsBpMd Anivsts
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Pilot Program

Board of Crime Control

Department

Justice

OBPP Analysts

Les Simkins

Dick Hulme

Consumer Protection Business Regulation (all) Ed Eaton

Les Simkins

Larry Huggins

Fish and Game Fish and Game (ail) Jim Williams

Mike Koehnke

Health Services Health and Environ-

mental Sciences

Jim VanKoten
Karen Hedblom

Highway Maintenance Highways Les Simkins

Dick Hulme

Highway Traffic Safety Community Affairs Les Simkins

Dick Hulme

Montana Historical Society Education Jon Krutar

Youth Services Social & Rehabilitation Doug Booker

Services

Institutions
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